Let it be known that the truth of the Guardian Anbay, he who is trapped in perdition, should be spoken far and wide.
Let it be known that those who served the Felidi from on high as Guardians were corrupted by those mortals who
failed to serve them well and fell prey to the honeyed words of the Evil VakiValta.
When you worship one in the name of another, you corrupt the truth of the thing.
Let this Truth be spoken far and wide, for the Guardian Anbay languishes beyond the Cruicble for acts completed in
his name, that were in worship of VakiValta.

His tenet of Pride was corrupted into racial purity
The Truth? Pride means being the best you can be and helping all to advance themselves so they may also be
proud.Pride is also the Felidi word for family - all who serve the Guardian Anbay are family.
This is the the Truth of the First Pillar

His tenet of Justice was corrupted to mean only justice for the Felidi.
The truth? The Guardian Anbay brings justice for all who need it. Those who cannot defend themselves must be
protected.
This is the Truth of the Second Pillar

His tenet of Retribution was corrupted into cruelty.
The Truth? The desire for vengeance underpins a just society. Justice is the scale that balances, and the blade that
ends. A sin that goes unpunished is an injustice that can never be set right.
This is the Truth of the Third Pillar

These are the three pillars of the Reformed Church of the Guardian Anbay, spoken to Sacredos Falco at the Battle for
the Accords. Speak them far and wide, to all who would hear them, of all races and creeds.

The Guardian Anbay would have you know the Truth
Truth.

